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Structured English is the use of English with structured programming syntax to convey computer program design to non-technical users and by subdidling it into logical steps using straightforward English words. Structured English gives the goal of gaining benefits as well as programming logic and natural language:
program logic helps achieve accuracy, while natural language helps a familiar word. [1] It is the basis for some programming languages, such as Structured Query Language (SQL), for people who need interaction with a large database but are not trained programmers. [2] Elements Structured English is a restricted
format pseudocode and consists of the following elements: Action phrases, written in English sentences top-down Conditional blocks marked with keywords such as IF, THEN, and ELSE Repetition blocks, addressed with keywords such as DO, WHILE, and Textured English when writing Structured English, use the
following instructions:[3] All logic must be expressed as functional, conditional, and repeating blocks Sentences must be clear and unambiguous Logical blocks must be indented to display a relationship and hierarchy Use one line per logical element, or indent the extended line Keywords should be capitalized Group
expression blocks together, with a capital letter that describes their task and ends with an EXIT expression. Underline the words or phrases specified in the enrichment book Mark comment lines with an asterisk Example of structured English ACCEPT LOAN if the customer has a bank account, then if the customer does
not have an outline of the previous account, allow loan arrangement ELSE if management approval is obtained, then Allow loan arrangement ELSE Reject ENDIF ENDIF ELSE Reject ENDIF EXIT criticism Although it is useful for designing programs, modules and routines or describing algorithms, it is less useful when
numerous decisions need to be taken. [4] Other configuration tools Lower-level system processes involve a lot of calculation and require more accuracy and clarity. This can be achieved, for example, with decision trees or decision tables. See also Natural Language Programming Self-Documentary Code Structured
Programming Pseudocode Decision Tree Closing Tables Attempto Controlled English References ^ What is Structured English, Wisegeek.com, retrieved April 23, 2014 ^ Implementation of structured English query language M.M. Astrahan and D.D. Chamberlain, IBM Research Division, San Jose, ACM, May 1975
(retrieved from Cleveland State University website, April 2014) ^ Guidelines for Structured English in Documenting Specifications, Craig Borysowich, IT Toolbox, 29 April 2007 ^ Ch. 60 Structured English , Strengths and Weaknesses, Information Systems: Analysis and Design, Meyzin Leonid, Holon Institute of
Technology, retrieved April 23, 2014 Retrieved April 23, 2014 You're here: here: &gt; Systems Analysis and Design Structured English is yet another tool available to an analyst. It is a help against the problems of ambident language in terms of announcing the condition and actions in decisions and procedures. There are
no trees or tables here, but the procedure is described by narrative statements. It does not therefore indicate, but lays down the rules of the decision. The analyst must first identify the circumstances of the process, subsequent decisions and alternative actions. At this stage, the steps are clearly listed in the order in which
they should be implemented. There are no specific symbols or shapes for it, unlike in the case of closing trees and tables, the whole procedure can also be said quickly, since only English phrases are used. Structured English borrows from heavily structured programming because it uses a logical structure and forces
statements designed to perform operating instructions. IF, THEN, ELSE and So sentence decisions are used. This structured description dictionary uses terms widely, making the description compact and direct. Development of structured opinions Three basic opinion types are used to describe the process. 1. Sequence
structures - The sequence structure is one step or function that is included in the process. It is independent of the existence of any condition, and when faced, it is always taken. In general, numerous such instructions are used together to describe the process. 2. Decision structures - The operating cycles described here
are often included in decision-making structures that determine the circumstances. Therefore, these structures occur when two or more actions can be taken according to the value of a particular condition. Once a condition is specified, the actions are unconditional. Example of structured English 3. Iteration Structures -
these are the structures that recur in routing operations, such as DO WHILE statements. The decision structure of the examples discussed in previous sections can be given in structured English, as shown in the figure above. &lt;&lt; Previous Page | Content | The following page &gt;&gt; Structured English is an
additional method used to solve problems with ambident language when making decisions and formulating procedures. The procedure is described in narrative form using structured English. It doesn't show decisions and rules, but it has rules. Structured English specifications require the analyst to identify the



circumstances of the process and also to determine the decisions that make these conditions. It also forces the analyst to look for alternative actions. In this method, the steps are listed in a specific order in which they must be taken. Special characters, symbols, or other formats are not used to display steps that are
involved in the tree in decisions. only structured English statements are used, and it is easy for an analyst to say the whole procedure without losing much time. The terms used in structured English consist mostly of element data definitions and are stored in a data directory. Development of Structural Statements - The
process is defined by three types of sentences: sequence structure, decision structure, and iteration structure. Sequence structure: It is a single-step or process measure and does not depend on the existence of other conditions, but if it meets a condition, it is taken into account. Decision structure: It occurs when two or
more actions occur depending on the value of the condition. The condition will be extended and the necessary decisions will be taken. Iteration structure: It is generally stated that certain conditions occur in general or occur after certain conditions have been met. Iterative guidelines help the analyst describe these cases.
System analysis and design. Trainer: Prof. V. Rajaraman, Supercomputer Training and Research Department, IISc Bangalore. This course provides an introduction to analyzing and designing the computer system, especially how we design systems for use by organizations. Organizations can be banks, insurance
companies or car companies. The topics of the course include data types, system analysis and design lifecycle, data collection, feasibility analysis, system analysis tools, analysis and design of structured systems, data-driven system design, data entry methods, object-oriented system modelling, e-commerce, electronic
data exchange and payment systems in e-commerce. (from nptel.ac.in) Lecture 17 - Process definition: Structured English, closing tables Go to the course home or see other lectures: Lecture 01 - Introduction Lecture 02 - Data types, Need for information systems, management structure lecture 03 - Management
information lecture 04 - Management information (continuation) Lecture 05 - Information characteristics, Information system varieties Lecture 06 - Processing of an online event vs batch processing, Design support system Lecture 07 - System analysis and design life cycle 08 - System analysis and design lifecycle
entrance 09 - Data collection 10 - Fact-finding (cont.), System Requirements Technical Data Lecture 11 - System Requirements Technical specifications : Data flow diagram Lecture 12 - Modular requirements specifications: Feasibility analysis lecture 13 - Modular requirements Technical data: Feasibility analysis (cont.)
Lecture 14 - Cost-benefit analysis lecture 15 - Data flow diagrams Lecture 16 - Data flow diagrams (cont.), Process definition Lecture 17 - Process specification: Structured English, Closing Tables Lecture 18 - Linked Decision Table , Logical Accuracy of Decision Table 19 - Decision Tables (cont.), Entering Data Lecture
20 - Data Dictionary, Data Entry Methods Lecture 21 - Data Entry Methods: Interactive Data Entry, Error Detection Code Lecture 22 - Validation of Input Data, Logical Database Design Lecture 23 - Entity Relation Charts, Normalisation of relationships lecture 24 - Normalisation of relationships: Different normal forms and
their requirement lecture 25 - Database and database management system lecture 26 - Modelling lecture for objective systems 27 - Modelling of objective systems (cont.)) Lecture 28 - In some cases object-oriented systems modelling: CRC method lecture 29 - Planning output reports Lecture 30 - Performance report
design, Control: Inspection and security of information systems Lecture 31 - Control techniques, Auditing of information systems, Testing information systems Lecture 32 - Protection of data/programs, e-commerce lecture 33 - E-commerce: B2B, B2C, C2C, Pros and cons Lecture 34 - Electronic data transfer (EDI) , e-
commerce security Lecture 35 - E-commerce security: encryption methods Lecture 36 - E-commerce security: Digital signature, electronic payment systems Lecture 37 - Credit card payments , Secure Electronic Event Protocol Lecture 38 - Electronic Check Fee, Retail Payments on the Internet Lecture 39 - Online Store
System Architecture Review, CASE Lecture Tools 40 - System Analysis and Design Case Studies Training Home Audio/Video Courses Computer Science
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